Eligibility:

1. **Applicants must be a foreign national with a secondary school graduation diploma or a post-secondary diploma or degree, and an excellent academic record, and be of good moral character.**

2. **A person in any of the following categories is ineligible to apply:**
   
i. A R.O.C. national or an overseas Chinese student.
   
   ii. A person who already has and is continuing to maintain student status at any university or tertiary college in Taiwan or a person who has already registered to begin studies at a university/college in Taiwan. This restriction does not apply to a student who will complete a degree and graduate that year. They may apply for a Taiwan Scholarship to pursue a higher degree.
   
   iii. A person who has already studied in Taiwan for a degree at the same level as the one in which they intend to enroll.
   
   iv. An exchange student or dual/joint degree student who has been admitted to a university/college in Taiwan in accordance with an academic cooperation agreement between the university/college in Taiwan and an overseas university/college.
   
   v. A person who has held a Taiwan Scholarship for a total of five years.
   
   vi. A person who has ever had a Taiwan Scholarship or MOE Huayu Enrichment Scholarship revoked.
   
   vii. A person who has received any other scholarship or subsidy from any Taiwan Government agency or any education institution in Taiwan. This does not include any subsidy provided for Taiwan Scholarship recipients by a university/college to cover the outstanding amount of their tuition and other fees if the total amount exceeds the maximum amount paid by the scholarship.

3. **Applicants for a Taiwan Scholarship must apply directly to the university/college for admission. Each university/college sets its own application deadline.**

If you have any questions about applications, please contact your local ROC overseas mission.


For other questions, please contact the Taiwan Scholarship Program Office.

Email: taiwanscholarship@mail.moe.gov.tw

TEL: +886-2-2882-4564 #2396 or #2398